Case Study
Oil Brokerage - Office Setup

Key Facts
- Provide a high-quality trusted
broking service
- began in 1989 in a basement office
under a dry cleaners in Belgravia,
London
- The focus on oil broking remains
undiminished and undiluted despite
the growth of the company.

The Client
Oil Brokerage Limited is an interdealer broker of oil and refined products and
the associated hedging instruments, its global IT and telecommunications
infrastructure is key to the business with any downtime having direct and
significant cost to the company.
The goal of the company has always been straightforward: to provide a
high-quality trusted broking service to the oil trading community with a personal
touch.

The Challenge

Oil Brokerage Limited being a global
company, faces distinctive tasks that aren’t
always in one set place.
The task in question was an office merge
in Singapore, two offices that required
integration into a single space, for up to 50
members of staff.
Given the complexity of the objective, with
networking and certain infrastructures, it
required careful and precise planning to
allow the merge to be as smooth as
possible.

The Solution
Cloudscape were asked to provide planning and
professional services support for the office setup that
was taking place in Singapore.
With a precise and thorough strategy in place, we took
aim at uniting the two offices with exactitude and
accuracy. The infrastructure in both locations is
interlinked, if there had been issues during either move
then the whole company would have been impacted.
It was testament to the preparation and planning
undertaken that no problems were experienced during
the course of the merge, a seamless transition was the
key to a successfully procedure.
Our team delivered a complete service, planning a
complete network design, including a comms room,
network cabling and local and wide area networks.
A complicated procedure that required an intricate level
of detail and planning to enable Oil Brokerage Limited
to get the most out of the network and IT infrastructure.
We were also responsible for project managing the
technology move with third-party technology suppliers
in both Singapore and London.
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